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“IUPEACENTER”    

Iguazu Universal Peace Center 

 

Purpose: 

To consider Iguazu Waterfalls and their surrounding environment as 

 

A location for the individual and group reflection, prayer for, and 

meditation on Universal Peace. 
 

 

English Acronym: IUPEACENTER (ɑaǺ ɑjuə ɑpiə ɑsentǩr) 

 

IUPEACENTER Motto: Consciousness, Peace, and Prosperity. 

 
Reasons: 
 

Pulsation, Vibration, Sound, Magnetism, Balance, Order, Harmony, Beauty, Power, 

Abundance, Prosperity, Universality, and Synthesis are the qualities which Iguazu 

Waterfalls permanently radiate. Three of the kingdoms of nature—mineral, vegetable, 

and animal— are totally subordinated to these qualities, co-existing in perfect harmony 

and prospering thanks to them. The only kingdom not to be making a constructive use 

of these potentialities and not being subordinated to them is the human kingdom. 

 

IUPEACENTER is a kind invitation and a loving call of conscience to let oneself 

become inspired, interpenetrated, magnetized, and stimulated by these supreme 

qualities being permanently present in the expression of Iguazu Waterfalls, so as to 

progress from ‘one’s passive admiration’ to ‘one’s active and constructive 

integration’ with this universal energy center, allowing Iguazu Waterfalls to elevate us 

and transform us positively, such as the water falling through them goes raised and 

subtilized from the liquid state to the gaseous in an explosion of Pulsation, Vibration, 

Sound, Magnetism, Balance, Order, Harmony, Beauty, Power, Abundance, Prosperity, 

Universality, and Synthesis. 
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On average, there flow through Iguazu Waterfalls 1 Million, 750 Thousand liters 
of water per second, which is equivalent to 105 Million Liters of water per Minute. 

Taking into consideration that we are 7 Billion human inhabitants in the world, every 

minute, Iguazú Waterfalls deliver on average 0.015 liters of water per human 

inhabitant of the planet. In projection, Every Hour there flow 0.9 liters of water per 

person; Every Day there flow 21.6 liters of water per person, and Every Year there 

flow 7,884 liters of water per person. This is enough to provide abundantly for the real 

needs of water that all human beings have throughout our life. As such, Iguazu 

Waterfalls constitute an expression and symbol of Abundance, Prosperity, Equity, 

Universality and Synthesis. 

 

Iguazu Waterfalls are an expression of Beauty, Natural Order, Harmony, 

Abundance, Prosperity, and Equity (they offer the same and in the same measure to all 

kingdoms of nature), for they are what they are and radiate what they radiate in all 

directions equally owing to their abundantly giving with no stop, their giving in to the 

constant flow of life without opposing any resistance, and their allowing everything to 

pass through them without seeking to withhold or possess anything. 

 

The water’s impact in its falling generates—on the basis of the same average 

volume of flow—the following energy which is permanently released into the 

environment (Measure expressed in Kilowatt-Hour—kWh—and Megawatt-Hour—

MWh): 
 

233.3333333 kWh per Second = 14,000 kWh per Minute = 840,000 kWh per Hour = 

20,160 MWh per Day = 7,358,400 MWh per Year. 

 

 

Symbol of IUPEACENTER: 

 
The symbol of IUPEACENTER is an Electric Violet Dot around which there lies an 

Equidistant Circle in the same color. Its meaning is as follows: 

 

1) The Central Dot represents “Iguazu Waterfalls," and the Involving Equidistant 

Circle represents the Sphere of the entire world lying equidistantly—taking 

Iguazu Waterfalls as its “Universal Peace Center”—thus integrating and 

synthesizing equally all of the human beings from every latitude, sex, race, 

color, and belief. All at once, this Universal Sphere integrates and synthesizes 

equally all 4 kingdoms of nature and all the beings from these four kingdoms. 

All come to IUPEACENTER (Iguazu Waterfalls) attracted by the magnetism of 

its vibration, and all go back to their point of departure carrying the blessing, 

energy, and message of the Universal Peace Center, thus emulating the natural 
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pulsation of the Falls that attract the water flow to then release and propel it as 

the great natural heart that They compose and are in Themselves. 

 

2) The Central Dot represents “Iguazu Waterfalls,” and the Involving Equidistant 

Circle represents the entire “Iguazu National Park”—both, Argentinean and 

Brazilian sides altogether—with its 2,500 km² (252,982.20 Hectares) of Paraná’s 

Subtropical Rainforest having Iguazu Waterfalls as their own center. 
 

3) The Central Dot represents every visitor reaching Iguazu Waterfalls and the 

Involving Equidistant Circle represents the Life Sphere and the personal world 

of each visitor who becomes a “Universal Peace Center” themselves at the 

contact with the qualities of Pulsation, Vibration, Sound, Magnetism, Balance, 

Order, Harmony, Beauty, Power, Abundance, Prosperity, Universality, and 

Synthesis being expressed by Iguazu Waterfalls. 
 

4) The Central Dot represents the “Pulsation sprung off the impact of the water 

falling upon the magnesic and ferrous basalt” producing an electromagnetic 

throb of a high frequency which is Spherically sent forth in all directions 

equally. The Involving Equidistant Circle represents “the whole world as a 

Universal Sphere” which receives the vibration of that electromagnetic 

pulsation. All at once, the Central Dot represents “the very Pulsating Heart of 

each visitor and each being from all the kingdoms of nature” throbbing in 

unison with Iguazu Waterfalls, whereas the Involving Equidistant Circle 

represents the “Life and Sphere of Expression, Action, and Influence of each 

being from all the kingdoms of nature”. 
 

5) The Electric Violet color represents: 
 

a) The “Equilibrated Integration and Synthesis between the female energy 

‘Blue’ and the male energy ‘Red’” being present throughout the universal 

nature. 

b) The “Equilibrated Integration and Synthesis between East ‘Blue’ and West 

‘Red’.” 

c) The “Equilibrated Integration and Synthesis between the color ‘Blue’ of the 

Sky and the color ‘Red’ of the soil of the geographical region where Iguazu 

Waterfalls are located,” thus signifying the Integration, Balance, and 

Synthesis between the spiritual dimension and energy of the ‘Sky’ and the 

material dimension and energy of the ‘Earth’. 

d) The ‘electric’ quality of the violet color represents the Energy and Light of 

the Sun (so predominantly present across the region of Iguazu Waterfalls) 

which vitalizes and illuminates both dimensions, the ‘celestial’ and the 

‘terrestrial’, as well as the ‘electromagnetic vibration’ sent forth by Iguazu 

Waterfalls. 
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What IUPEACENTER is not 

 
IUPEACENTER is no political, religious, institutional, ideological, commercial, 

tourist, or business initiative or project. 

 

 

 

 

Omar Nahúm Sheikha. 
D.N.I. 21.769.368 

(Argentina) 


